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D igital technology evolves rapidly. That immutable
fact means that audiophiles investing in a good DAC 
will eventually pine for an upgrade. Yet, for the pre-
ponderance of  DACs on the market there is no up-

grade path. That’s because those DACs are built around off-
the-shelf  chipsets. I don’t mean to demean such chips; some of  
them are excellent and can be found in very good DACs, such 
as those from Japan’s Esoteric. But when the next generation 
of  chips come out, the upgrade-seeking DAC-owner has no 
choice but to sell his hardware and buy the new model based 
on the new chips. 

Then there are the handful of  DACs that permit upgrades 
via Àrmware updates. Obviously, this is a far more convenient 
arrangement. The problem is that for most of  these units, the 
“core” DAC functions (e.g., dCS’ proprietary Ring DAC) are 
implemented in hardware. Therefore, the Àrmware update can 
only tinker around the edges, so to speak. A slightly revised 
Àlter, for example. This explains why dCS, having developed an 
improved Ring DAC architecture, had to release a new APEX 
product series, with a hardware upgrade at the factory for exist-
ing owners to reap APEX’s beneÀts.

But what if  you could have a brand-new, completely re-de-
signed DAC without spending a dime or incurring the hassle 
of  a hardware swap? That ideal situation would be possible 
only with a DAC whose digital machinations were implemented 
entirely in software. Sounds simple, right? But in practice this 
approach requires that the product be based on very powerful, 
Áexible, yet fully programmable (and re-programmable) hard-
ware. Generally speaking, that points to the use of  Field Pro-
grammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which are not only expensive 
but require specialized coding skills. 

CH Precision is one of  the 
few companies that has been 
willing to go this route. The 
reason why is clear: CH has 
long been committed to easy, 
inexpensive Àeld upgrade-
ability for all its products. 
This philosophy explains 
the company’s use of  mod-
ular card-cage construction 
and user-swappable function 
boards. 

But the strategy reaches 
its zenith when it comes to 
the DAC functions of  the 
I� integrated amp, D�.5 disc 
transport, and C�.2 digital 
controller. Here, the use of  
powerful DSP and FPGAs 
on the DAC card allows 
for virtually unlimited up-
grades—even complete re-
writes, theoretically—with 
zero hardware costs and zero 
hassle. Further, CH Precision 
offers the Àrmware updates 
for free.  

Theory Meets Reality
Those of  you who read my 
review of  the Metronome 
DSC know that, to my cha-
grin, it sonically clobbered 

my own CH Precision I�. In 
the process, the Metronome 
won a Golden Ear Award 
and became my new refer-
ence DAC/streamer.

However, unbeknownst 
to me, the restless folks at 
CH Precision were already 
working on a signiÀcant up-
grade to the DAC within the 
C� digital controller, which 
they would soon transfer to 
the I� and D�.5. Their goals 
were twofold: �) dramatically 
improve sonic performance 
via a wholesale revision of  
the DAC code; and 2) imple-
ment full MQA support. CH 
has now released the new I� 
Àrmware, dubbed version 
2.2.

This update is most decid-
edly not a case of  tinkering 
around the edges. Among 
other things, the DAC now 
uses Àxed-point rather than 
Áoating-point arithmetic. 
(See “A Conversation with 
Mr. C and Mr. H of  CH Pre-
cision” for details about what 
changed and why.) Full MQA 
support is now so thor-
oughly implemented that, 
just as there is an assignable 
front-panel display color for 
analog and digital sources, 
there’s now a new color for 
MQA sources. 

I got a preview of  the new 
Àrmware at the 2022 Munich 
show. There, a system featur-
ing all-CH electronics and 
Rockport Lyra speakers—
playing Red Book CDs, no 
less—won my Best Sound of  
the Show Award. However, I 
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The upgrade process itself  was simple. I 
downloaded the new Àrmware from the 
CH website to my computer, copied it 
to a thumb drive, plugged the drive into 
the USB service port on the back of  the 
I�, and selected Upgrade Firmware from 
the CH’s menu. Some moments of  sus-
pense followed as I waited for the pro-
cess to complete. Then I listened.  

What I heard was no minor change. In 
fact, if  I hadn’t done the upgrade myself, 
I never would have believed I was listen-
ing to the same DAC card in the same 
I�. This was a completely new DAC with 
an entirely different—and much bet-
ter—sound. The I�, previously anemic 
sounding, now manifested the richness 
of  the Metronome. “The Conversation” 
was transformed, with mesmerizing tim-
bral diversity, Áeshed-out images, and 
dynamics that were everything you’d 
expect from a CH component. Bass in 
the I� DAC had gone from a liability to 
a strength. Indeed, the two DACs now 
sounded far more similar than different. 
Both were stellar. 

Over time, as I listened more deeply, 
I found a few more minor differences 
between the two units. The Metronome, 
as you might expect from its name, has 
marginally better timing resolution, and 
its uniquely quiet background gives it 
a smidge more dynamic range. On the 
other hand, the post-upgrade CH has 
the edge when it comes to top-end 
smoothness, and its bass is more pow-
erful and better deÀned. Preference will 
come down to personal taste and even 
the type of  music one favors.

Conclusion 
By now it should be apparent that CH’s 
Àrst major DAC Àrmware upgrade is an 
unqualiÀed success. Sonically, this new 
DAC is not only much improved; it goes 
toe-to-toe with the best DAC I’ve had in 
my system. And it cost me nothing! All 
this is thanks to CH’s forward-thinking, 
upgrade-minded architecture. Anyone 
with a CH integrated amp, transport, 
or digital controller should, if  he hasn’t 
done so already, immediately download 
the latest Àrmware. He’ll be shocked at 
the upgrade he just received for nothing, 
with no hardware change required either. 
I only wish all DACs could do that.    

had no idea how much of  that fabulously 
realistic sound was due to the Rockports, 
the �0-Series CH components (which 
now form the heart of  Robert Harley’s 
reference system), or the DAC Àrmware. 
The only way to Ànd out was to try the 
upgrade in my own system. 

A/B comparisons are highly elucidat-
ing when you can go back and forth at 
will. However, in this scenario, once I 
upgraded the Àrmware from “A” to “B,” 
as it were, there’d be no going back to 
A. The next best thing would be to es-
tablish an independent reference point,
“X,” to which both A (before update)
and B (after update) could be compared.
Handily enough, I had the ideal “X” in
the Metronome DSC.

I began by revisiting the comparison 
between the Metronome and the pre-up-
graded I�. Consistent with my original 
review, the differences were not subtle. 
The Àrst track I played was one of  those 
that had impressed me so much in Mu-

nich, “True Love Ways” from the Buddy 
Holly CD From the Masters. Compared 
to the DSC, the I� sounded dynamical-
ly and spatially Áat. Flat, too, were the 
images, which on the Metronome had 
a holographic quality. In addition, bass 
was comparatively meager through the 
I�, and the CH didn’t deliver the richness 
that makes this track so seductive.

Similarly, on my standard test track, 
Michael Wolff ’s “The Conversation,” 
the I� again sounded compressed, and 
timbres had a sameness up and down 
the piano keyboard and at different vol-
umes. This was in stark contrast to the 
timbral variety and vivacity delivered by 
the Metronome. 

Having conÀrmed my original impres-
sions of  the I�’s DAC, it was time for 
the Àrmware upgrade. I was anxious to 
discover whether the changes it wrought 
were subtle, as such Àrmware upgrades 
on other DACs tend to be, or on the 
scale promised by the I�’s architecture. 

http://www.ultrasystem.com
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íøñĄ�ñĂõ�Ąøõ�öõñĄąĂõ)óñĀñòùüùĄùõă�ôùĭõĂõþóõă�òõĄćõõþ�
the old and new DACs?

Florian Cossy: The main change in terms of features anC 
capabilities is that the I1� C1.2� anC #1.� are now fully M0A 
compatible. They support both replaying streameC/CownloaCeC 
material anC M0A-encoCeC Ciscs playeC by an M0A-capable 
transport such as the #1.�. There are a consiCerable number of 
M0A CownloaCs in existence� anC our experience with M0A-C# 
Ciscs has been very positive. 

íøñĄ�ñĂõ�Ąøõ�Ąõóøþÿüÿ÷ĉ�ñþô�ôõăù÷þ�ôùĭõĂõþóõă�òõĄćõõþ�Ąøõ�
old and new DACs?
Thierry Heeb: On the software siCe� the maIor change between 
the olC #AC anC the new #AC is the inclusion of our new-
generation PEtER �Polynomial Equations to Enhance Resolution� 
synchronous upsampling/ƥltering algorithm. CompareC to the 
previous generation� the key improvements are:

• New spline-baseC ƥltering kernel. The new ƥltering kernel 
allows for minimal� symmetrical time-spreaC of the resulting 
upsampling ƥlter impulse response. Even at 44.1kHz� the 
Cigital-Comain time-spreaC of the impulse response Coes not 
exceeC 0.3ms.

• New spline kernel computation methoC that oƤers enhanceC 
numerical precision.

• FixeC-point computation throughout the signal chain. 
Floating-point computation may seem appealing at ƥrst� Cue 
to its ability to hanCle very wiCe Cynamic ranges. !ut it has 
some inherent Crawbacks with respect to signal integrityŕ
such as when aCCing a very small number to a very large 
oneŕCue to the normalization step �to align operanCs� 
requireC before aCCition. In the I1 �anC other CH proCucts 
with the corresponCing ƥrmware�� we have moveC away from 
Ʀoating point to take a ƥxeC-point approach with an 80-bit 
accumulator. This allows us to keep full signal integrity up to 
the ƥnal stage where it is CithereC Cown to match the #ACŗs 
capabilities.

These principles are useC for both PCM anC #S# Cigital Cata� as 
well as M0A-encoCeC signals.

ãÿăĄ�Ú×Ùă�ĄøñĄ�ĀõĂýùĄ�ĮĂýćñĂõ�ąĀ÷Ăñôõă�Ąõþô�Ąÿ�ýñûõ�ÿþüĉ�
minor changes. Your upgrade is essentially a complete re-de-
sign. Was there something about the hardware technology of 
the I1/D1.5/C1 that made it possible for you to do this where 
others can’t?
FC: Our harCware might be consiCereC a toolbox� anC we have 
chosen a toolbox in which the tools can be useC in CiƤerent 
ways. It is the software �anC ƥrmware� that CeciCes how the tools 
are useC. In that sense� the critical thing on the harCware siCe is 
choosing a toolboxŕ#SP anC FPGAŕthat oƤers enough power� 
Ʀexibility� anC conƥgurability to responC to improveC software. 
Itŗs because of these elements that changes of this extent can be 
maCe without the neeC to upgraCe harCware.  

Was it an explicit goal that this upgrade could be made in the 
Įõüô��òĉ�Ąøõ�ąăõĂ��ñþô�ùþ�ýÿăĄ�óñăõă�ćùĄøÿąĄ�ñþĉ�øñĂôćñĂõ�
changes?
FC: ProCuct upgraCability anC longevity are key goals of every CH 
Precision proCuct. We want to protect the customerŗs investment. 
8ou can see that in the carC-cage Cesign anC expanCable system 
topology. Wherever possible� upgraCes are backwarC compatible� 
anC theyŗre always as aƤorCable as we can make them. 

Sometimes a ƥelC upgraCe isnŗt feasible. For example� in 
the case of the #1 to #1.� evolution� it wasnŗt possible to 
upCate olCer machines to the new stanCarC Cue to physical 
incompatibility between the olCer chassis anC the new Morse 
transport mechanism. In that case� we oƤereC #1 owners a 
generous� factory-guaranteeC traCe-in allowance. 

On other occasions� a ƥelC upgraCe is possible but is harCware-
relateC. For instance� the recent upgraCe to the Clock-Sync carC is 
a simple harCware replacement that owners can Co in the ƥelC. 
�We even give them the necessary tools in the stanCarC accessory 
pack that comes with each proCuct.� Again� there was a generous 
factory-CeƥneC traCe-in Ceal oƤereC for existing carCs. 

In the case of this I1 #AC upgraCe� it is purely ƥrmware-
relateC� so we can make it available as a free CownloaCŕa big 
performance improvement anC a nice present for everyone who 
has investeC in the proCuct.

Do you believe the hardware in these models will permit 
further DAC upgrades, or have you taken it as far as it will go?
TH: There is certainly room for future upgraCes! We have alreaCy 
starteC to work on further improvements to the PEtER upsampling/
ƥltering algorithm. In particular� we are working on how 
upsampling/ƥltering techniques interact with musical transients 
anC how time-smearing of transients or musical impulses aƤects 
auCio perception anC musical quality. This CemanCs funCamental 
research into the human hearing system anC Cynamic� aCaptive 
ƥltering. We have alreaCy maCe consiCerable progress� but� given 
the nature of the challenge� please Conŗt expect to see practical 
results too soon!

A Conversation with Mr. C and Mr. H of CH Precision


